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It's a Wrap!
Goodbye 2021

Coaches Kenzie & Rowan partying hard at the annual dinner
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As we advance rapidly in 2022 let’s not forget some of our
fun times in the closing months of 2021!
We have had lots of socialising going on which has
encompassed all sections of the club whether racing, rec or
development all brought together by our one passion…rowing!!
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We have partied on and off the water with the Xmas lit boats at
Elizabeth Quay, Xmas-Boxing-New Year-Australia days and
days and days of rows, breakfasts/lunches/dinner and movie
hang outs
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before and after rowing sessions and bonded by
our love of ANA merchandise it seems –
Zooties, T Shirts and those Centenary blazers
(the things people do to never have to think of
what to wear to rowing dinners and functions for
the next 50 years).
It's been particularly eventful over the last 6
months. We’ve been inspired by the Olympics,
lamented WA weather conditions – ie. heat
waves and bushfires, storms and mid-year
flooding and of course the looming thoughts of
COVID – all with the prime concern of what the
effect will have on our rowing sessions…well of
course!!!
We’ve also congratulated members who have
generously decided to increase membership by

Ian Smith and the Saturday Gentlemen Rowers at
the ANA Annual Dinner

production – congratulations to our very own
Hannah Jansen and husband Tim Whitcombe

However, what’s been truly amazing, is the

on the birth of lovely Zoe; also to Camilla and

explosion of squads and groups on the water.

Graham on the arrival of Finnley, Lauren

The vibe of the cub is fabulous and its been over

Duncan (who's up to number three - come on

this last 6 months that the momentum of the

girl….one more and you have a 4/4x) and

club has just taken on a life of its own:

James McGrath and partner Louisa, with baby
Jimmy.

The Rec crowd, with Tim Boyle, Tony Beech
and Catherine Van Delft, at the tiller and
wrangling crews. This lot have been out and
about four times a week but can be seen
particularly in force on the weekends. Lots of
tips and much momentum is the go and this is
the second year Rec crews have raced the
Head of the Swan. I don’t want to say too much
but if they don’t watch out they may find
themselves

sliding

into

the

racing

squad….Eeekkkk!!!

ANA 8+ at the Elizabeth Quay Regatta
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In addition, we have Phil Cockman and Cass King’s Development Squads on Saturdays and
Sundays respectively. They have worked hard to organise coxed crews for on the water technical
sessions with those who think they would like to focus on racing in the future. Some have already
recently made the leap to the Tuesday 5am Novice racing session with Garth and by all reports the
Maiden/Open racing members better watch their spots! Go ANA!!

Weekend ANA Rec(ers) out in force!

Not to forget, underpinning all these squads are the Learn to Row Courses that are still held on
weekends. The course are organised by Catherine Van Delft and to all those members who
consistently put their hands up to help out - Thank you! The club is now at its record high
membership of 230+ members which can be linked to the LTR courses and the flow on effect of
nurturing newbies to our development squad though to both the recreational and racing groups! Well
done all!

Christmas Day Row
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In terms of racing, the Pennant racing season finished with ANA being 6th on the ladder with
1036.076 points, which for a non-elite nor non-university affiliated club, It’s is pretty darn
great. We had consistent entries from ANA in Women’s B, C and Novice divisions in 8+s,
4X+/-s and 1x- where we came top to mid field throughout the season. The Men divisions
were down in numbers this year but did extremely well in C division in the 4- and 1x- in
particular. Our young novice Perth College crews won their fair share of points this season
and we also saw some fabulous 1X- wins from James McGrath and both our Mens and
Womens Masters Quads and which had been added to the schedule due to the shortened
COVID Masters season. ANA also took out the 2021 Masters Pennant which is thanks to Phil
Jurjevich’s inspired coaching! Don’t worry - we have our eyes on it for this year as well!

ANA Masters Rowers - winners of the 2021 State Pennant
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We have starting 2022 strongly with time trials under our belt, crews of newbies both
experienced and novices getting ready to join in on the racing fun…and with the hope to
finally coax some of those Rec(ers) to help us out!!. There’s that vibe again! We know its all
good though - we have Lovely Louisa Anderson (home grown) at the racing helm, Captain
Claire (also home grown) and her PC gals, who have had a summer of ANA coaching helped
by Kenzie, and no doubt more of Coaching Director Phil Jurivich’s Trinity College posse to
assist after their imminent Head of the River racing in March!!!
My only comment is for the coming seasons is ….watch out WA…we are coming for you!!!
Nah Nah Naaah Nah….Hey Hey… Hey…ANA!

Stu Clarke with a real Olympic Gold Medal…in your
dreams… Stick to surf boats mate!

Phil & his ANA branded beer paraphernalia – Go ANA!!
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Boat Maintenance
I suspect many of our members are unaware of the huge amount of time and effort that
goes into maintenance on a regular basis. Here, Lawrence Bourke provides an insight into
the work that goes into keeping our boats on the water.
The passing of Neil Smith left a hole in our rowing fleet maintenance. The establishment of a
permanent Maintenance Crew last May has shown that this is far from a one-man job. The list
never gets significantly shorter! However, our fleet has probably never been in better shape.
I would single out thanks to Phil Cockman for coaxing a group of us to get involved in a regular
boat maintenance programme on Sunday mornings. This entire program has not only improved
out fleet reliability, and appearance, but has saved a great deal of cash in external maintenance
costs.
One of my personal aims is to improve the condition of older boats, to extend their lives and
add to their residual value for trade in. These are depreciated to zero on our books but have
some value if in tidy condition. A case in point would be the Stan O’Brien:Holed and cracked in
several places but generally tired and unloved. Extensive cracks were repaired, filled and
repainted. Riggers, slides, seats and stretchers were removed and serviced, hull cleaned and
touched up, and the boat now has a new lease of life (about 40+ hour of work). See the before
and after:

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
the fore ideas one might
easily dismiss as
unrealistic.
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This group has worked on well over 34 boats in our shed (some more than once!), some having
quite heroic repairs. This all greatly adds to our confidence in what is fixable and worth tackling.
We still send the very newest boats to Quinnie at MQR, where he has facilities for high quality
paint finishing. But this is an external expense.
Rowing Fleet. Garth McCullough, Tony Beach, Phil, Cockman Claire Jansen, Keith Berry,
occasional helpers: Laurie Cranston, Dave Roberts. Matt and Snoops Tibbett, … and me!
The general work remit of the maintenance crew is as follows:
·Triage and fix to keep boats on the water on a short turn around basis (broken seats/ foot
stretchers, wheel replacements, rigger straightening, rudder and fin replacement/straightening,
steering and cox box wiring and speakers….). Rudder enlargement for the Yarra.
·Special mention to Tony Beach for his general upkeep of the LTR fleet
·Rigger setup and tuning, Oar set up and adjustment
·Glass/carbon/Kevlar fibre repair of hull splits and holes, broken beaks and general ding filling
and patching. We have now repaired significant damage in all the types of hulls we have in the
shed (GRP/Carbon Fibre/ Cellular foam) and we can make light and reliable repairs to all hull
types.
·While we have become good at this, paint matching and patching can be an issue as there are a
remarkable number of different ‘white’ colours in our shed! We have matches for some, but not
all. That said, Matt Tibbett is currently trialling Hull fairing and re- spraying and we may end up
doing complete resprays in house.
·Hull iron stain removal, buffing and polishing: Some of you may have noticed some quite
remarkable “before and after’ hull iron stain cleaning around our fleet.
·More heroic repairs of serious impact damage to hulls, beaks and rigger mounts and Sax board
mounts. A few of our boats have been brought back to service from write-off status

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
the fore ideas one might
easily dismiss as
unrealistic.

Some of our hardworking
Maintenance Crew members:
Mark, Laurie, Lawrence, Nigel, El
Capitano Claire, Garth, Phil & Jerzy
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Oars - about 20 sets of LTR oars at the back of Bay 1 underwent extensive repair of
delamination, blade chips and breakage and general cosmetic re-fairing. Matt and Snoops
Tibbett began taking sets of oars home for final sanding and respraying.They worked their way
through some 80 LTR oars, which looked like new and have since been working around the oars
in Bays 2 and 3. Great job guys. I am please to report that the LTR oars which were repaired
have survived these repairs, and so we can conclude that these old oars can have an extended
life.
Matt and Snoops have been fairing up and painting an old LTR scull: the Black Duck…so look out
for it when it comes back to the shed.
Shed and buildings. Thanks to Glen and Julie McNeil for their tireless efforts in rationalising and
improving facilities around the boat sheds, Gym and clubhouse. These include upgrades to
sculling racks/rack wheel replacement, Door improvements, locks, shelving, HSE markings etc
etc. Credit must also be given to Keith Berry who has sanded and primed these same racks and
floor trolleys to inhibit rust and improve their appearance as well as some spot concrete repairs
around the shed and the sliding doors. Honours must be given to Glyn Heath and Steve Bourne,
for their efforts in replacing and upgrading sliding racks in the shed, wood panelling to the Boat
house, etc.
Tinnies, engines, electrics and launch trolleys. Maintained/rewired/repaired in-house by yours
truly since early 2017. We perform full Oil and Filter services including impeller replacements
and troubleshooting overheating issues, cooling system blockages etc. Replacement and freeing
of steering cables, and complete steering and control system replacement in a couple of cases.
Maintain lights and safety equipment such as emergency cut-out switches. Replacement of light
stocks (frequently).
ANA 1 and 3 engines date from 2003 and
2006 respectively! ANA 2 and 4 have been
upgraded to new Hondas in the last two
years so that parts are now common to all 4
tinnies.
We can now have a rolling replacement
programme so that the trade-in value will
significantly discount the replacement value.
A shout out to Bev for welding and repairing
the trolleys as required. Garth will assist
with Tinnie maintenance going forward.
ANA Trailer. A thanks to Glen Mc Neil for
electrics maintenance, to Andrew Roberts
for the new Top Deck, and the last wheel
bearing replacement (pre-Tasmania) and to
Richard Ralph, LB and a cast of many for the
previous brake and wheel breaking
replacement Previous Yarra Campaign.
Menschkite!

Well Phil..if you could just..do
something!
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HEAD OF THE SWAN 2021
ANA’s Head of the Swan regatta - from Barker’s Bridge in Guildford back to the club - has in the
past been used as a practice run for the Head of Yarra, but alas, for the past two years, it has
been the only opportunity for West Aussies to compete over that distance, with a hairpin turn
(thanks Covid!).
2021 yielded 21 crews across a number of clubs, with an added bonus of a kayak event with our
best elite neighborhood friends, Bayswater Paddle Club.
On the morning of October 31st, the sun was shining, with nary a hint of wind to be had…
perfect racing weather!

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
Just perfect!
the fore ideas one might
With theeasily
marshalsdismiss
and our esteemed
starter, Stu, on the water, all crews set off for the start,
as
and the Captain let out of a sigh of relief… “It’s going to be a good day…” Why, oh why, would you
unrealistic.
say that?! Less
than 30 minutes later, a call came through, “we’ve run over the rocks, we’ve lost
our fin and we’re coming home…” In the most unfortunate of circumstances, we saw ANA’s
women’s eight return, slaloming home, having not made it to the start.
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ANA W8+ - still smiling after the accident

But, the race must go on! A short
time later, the remaining 20 crews
came hurtling home with some
very tight finishes. With UWABC
taking a clean sweep across the
8+s categories, and the men’s
coxed quad, the club was very
pleased (and somewhat relieved who wants UWA to have that many
bragging rights?) to award the
Mixed Coxed Quad and Women’s
Coxed Quad to ANA crews congratulations to Chloris, Nancy,
Bruce, Ben, Mia, Michelle, Mary,
Debbie, Jenni and Emily on their
wins!

ANA M8+

I have no doubt in my mind that next year, Head of the Swan will continue to grow, regardless
of whether it is a practice race for Head of the Yarra. The club and its members should be
incredibly proud of the effort they put in and the face they put forward. This regatta only
proves that we’re an amazing club, full of amazing members, on an amazing stretch of water.
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ANA Cafe to be Started by Rob Strahan
A Face to the Name

Nice Photo of Rob

Rob Strahan and ANA have just signed an agreement for Rob to start a cafe in the ANA
Clubrooms. Here, Rob talks about his background and plans for the new cafe.
I started rowing at ANA in 1996 after moving from the Fremantle rowing club and it was shortly
after that I first mentioned that we should have a cafe so we could enjoy each other's company as
well as the beautiful location. My wife and I bought a house about 200 meters from the rowing
club in 1998 - largely because we love this bit of river and although a cafe is something I have
always believed we need in that area, I ended up on another career trajectory, spending most of
the last 20 years as a Paramedic.
In trying to realise this dream, I have had great support from ANA Rowing Club, City of Bayswater
Council and Councillors, and also from local residents. City of Bayswater had long ago identified
this location as being underutilised. In its Strategic Master Plan approximately 10 years ago, this
location was marked as where it wanted a cafe. Local residents often mention that they feel the
one thing we really need is a cafe in this beautiful part of the river
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L to R: Rob, ANA President Alexis Whelan and ANA Secretary Alec Monger with the signed cafe agreement

Our café is a great example of community collaboration to activate an underutilised space. It will mean
the rowing clubrooms are almost always open and club members will be able to use them as they
always have; after hours the clubrooms will still be available to the membership. The council have been
super supportive and created the opportunity for the rowing club to go into partnership with me, which
will hopefully give them some increased funding as well as greater exposure to potential new members.
I love rowing and don't think a lot of people are aware of how accessible it is as a sport. The blending of
the club and the cafe will help promote this at least to some degree. ANA club celebrated its Centenary
last year and I am determined to honour this history by maintaining the clubroom feel and history
whilst making the public feel as welcome as the members.
This will be a vibrant local business, creating local jobs and supporting great Perth suppliers. We will be
serving fantastic locally roasted coffee from Leftfield, delicious Gelato from Pietro Gelataria, breads
from Loafers Artisan, and all of our cakes and slices will be made on site. As locals, we have seen how
busy the river is from early in the morning and are planning on early opening hours so people will have
the option of a great coffee and a quick bite to eat rather than feeling that they have to rush off to get
ready for the day ahead.
As far as a name for the cafe, we have something in mind that is definitely a nod to the rowing club as
well as being a bit of fun. We will be announcing the name and launching on social media soon.
We are very excited to be bringing the café to Bayswater and are very keen to be open by Spring. At the
moment, we have conditional approval for both inside and outside seating along with numerous
seating opportunities along the foreshore which the council has already provided.
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New Boat for ANA

Catherine christening her namesake in appropriate style

The Catherine Van Delft 8+ was crowned with the appropriate fanfare. Catherine is a great lady who
does so much for the club. Quietly spoken and extremely encouraging to all her LTTR chickens that she
organises every month. A well-deserved tribute to a fabulous club person.
CONGRATULATIONS CATHERINE!!

New ANA Committee
The ANA AGM was held on 7th February and financially ANA are looking great and on track if not further
along on their 5y Strategic plan. Siok has retired as Treasurer after 11 years (he thinks!!) and many
thanks to his tireless efforts over the years. Our appreciation has been shown during this timeframe
with Life Membership and the Empacher 4x/4+ being named after him. He is still threatening to pull out
the BBQ tongs and chuck out those very special breakfast fry ups!! Outgoing member was also Alexis
Whelan from the President’s role and we thank her for her efforts throughout the last couple of years.
The new members include: Michelle Blake (President), Cass King (Vice President), Elissa Mansell
(Treasurer), Alec monger (Secretary), Claire Jansen (Captain), Glen McNeil (VC-House), Garth McCullough
(VC-Boats), Rob Boylen (VC-Registrar), Maren Scriven (Assistant Treasurer/Secretary) and General
Members Megan Phillips, Kathy Thomas and Maz Amato.
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